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Description of a medium- and long-range airliner. He has been in service since 1967. Russian version of the vickers VICKERS VC-10 concept. Improved production of Il-62M appeared in 1971. The third model is the Il-62MK, with higher MTV and passenger traffic, since 1978. Production ceased in 1994. More than 250 aircraft were built, including more than 75 for export. In 1999 aprox. 49 aircraft remain in
service. The wing's technical data covers 43.2 m141,732 feet Length 53.1 m174,213 feet Height 12.4 m40,682 feet power plant 62 4 x Kuznetsov NK-8-4 (103 kN) turbofans62M: 4 x Solovyov D-30KV (107.9 kN) turbofans. The Model of the Kuznetsov NK-8 engine, Nightingale D-30 Performance Data Take-Off Initial Rise (up to 5,000 feet) Initial ascent (up to FL150) Initial climb (up to FL240) MACH
Climbing Initial Descent (up to FL240) Descent (up to FL100) Descent (FL100) Approach V2 (IAS) 150 kts IAS 1 80 k IAS 290 kts IAS 290 kts MACH 0.72 TAS 460 kts MACH 0.72 IAS 290 kts IAS kts Vapp (IAS) 145 kts Distance 3300 m ROC 1000 ft/min ROC 1000 ft/min ROC 800 ft/min ROC 500 ft/min MACH 0.82 ROD 800 ft/min ROD 1500 ft/min MCS 180 kts Distance 2300 m MTOW 165000 kg
CEILING FL390 ROD FT/A minPC C WTC H Range 520 05.. 200 nm 9,630,400 m 9,630.4 km 31,595,800.548 ft NM Accidents and serious incidents involving IL62 No on SKYbrary Airlines Il-62 at the booth at Brescia Airport (VBS). Photo: Monica De Guidi LONDON - Yesterday the last civilian Il-62MGr from Rada Airlines (RDA) landed in Italy at Brescia Airport (VBS). The cargo flight departed from
Paphos International Airport (PFO). RDA is Belarusian and is not registered with IATA. The plane took off from the PFO at about 15:09 local time and headed towards WBS and landed at about 17:19 local time. The peculiarity of this aircraft is that it is the last civilian Il-62, which was active. In fact, the Il-62 was used by Manas Airways (WM) and was operated by Kazan International (KNC) and Air Koryo
(JS), a North Korean airline that uses it for institutional and governmental purposes. Rada Airlines Il-62MGr is in the final at Brescia Airport (VBS). Photo: Ennio Varani @ennio_foto_fotografo - History of il-62 Rada Service Aircraft 35.5 years. The delivery date was December 19, 1985, when it entered service with Interflug (IF). It entered service with Aeroflot (SU) in 1991 and remained there until 1992. In
April of the same year, it commissioned Abakan-Avia (RL). Shortly thereafter, the aircraft joined the Uzbekistan Airways (HY) fleet, but left in October 2006 to join the Kazan Aviation Manufacturing Association (KAPO). After exactly 9 years, it comes into operation with RDA, where it is currently used. Rada Il-62MGr during a demarche operation at Brescia Airport (VBS). Photo: Ennio Varani -
@ennio_foto_fotografo Il-62 The aircraft is configured with four long-range D30KU engines that provide thrust of 95kN each. Internal configuration for cargo operations. Il-62MGr is capable of loading of large or palletized goods, which may include: general cargoes, perishable goods, engineering equipment, oil and gas equipment, hazardous cargoes of all classes, live animals or humanitarian cargoes.
Rada Airlines Il-62MGr is in the final at Brescia Airport (VBS). Photo: Ennio Varani - @ennio_foto_fotografo O Rada Airlines Airline is a Belarusian airline established in 2015.It performs international cargo charter flights with a fleet currently comprised of two IL-62M cargo (ICAO Chapter 3 noise compatible). The company, headquartered in Minsk, flies to Europe and southeast Asia on Il-62MGR aircraft.
Rada plans to expand its activities in China and Central Asia. Recommended image: Rada Airlines Il-62MGr to stand at Brescia Airport (VBS). Photo Monica De Guidi - @monicadg1970 Il-62 redirects here. For the road, see Illinois Route 62. This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and
removed. Sources: Il-62 - News newspaper book scientist JSTOR (June 2011) (Learn how and when to remove this template of messages) Il-62 Russian Air Force Il-62M Role Narrow Body Jet Plane Design Group Ilyushin Built CAPO First Flight 3 January 1963 Introduction Il-62 - 1 62 - 2 15 September 1967 Il-62M - March 9, 1974 Status In Limited Service Primary users Air Koryo Rossiya Airlines (State
Fleet) Aeroflot (former) LOT Polish Airlines (former) Cubana de Aviation (former) Produced 1963-1995 Room built 292 (5 prototypes; 94 Il-62; 193 Il-62M) Il-62 (Russia: Ilyushin-62; NATO is known as the Classic, a Soviet long-range jetliner conceived in 1960 by Ilyushin. As the successor to the popular turboprop Il-18 and with a capacity of almost 200 passengers and crew, the Il-62 was the largest jet
airliner in the world when it first flew in 1963. One of four innovative long-range projects (the remaining Boeing 707, Douglas DC-8 and Vickers VC10) was the first of its kind to be operated by the Soviet Union and a number of Allied countries. Il-62 entered Aeroflot's civil service on September 15, 1967, the first passenger flight from Moscow to Montreal and remained a standard long-haul airliner for the
Soviet Union (and then Russia) for several decades. It was the first Soviet aircraft under pressure with a non-gauge cross fuselage and ergonomic passenger doors, as well as the first Soviet aircraft with six-step seats (the turboprop Tu-114 shared this arrangement) and internationally-standard positional headlights. More than 30 countries operated Il-62, more than 80 exported and others were leased by
the Soviet sphere and several Western airlines. The Il-62M variant became the longest model in its class of airliners (medium 2016 is more than 32 years old. Special VIP (salon) and other other have also been developed and used as public transport in about 14 countries. However, since it is expensive to operate compared to the new generation of airliners, the number in service has been significantly
reduced since the Great Recession of 2008. The successors of the Il-62 are the broad-grain Il-86 and Il-96, which were manufactured in much smaller quantities and none of which was widely exported. The development of this section requires additional citations to be verified. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed.
(October 2009) (Find out as an example of a twin-engine target located on opposite sides of the rear, on June 18, 1960, a four-engine long-range jet was presented, which on June 18, 1960, received a proposal from the Soviet Council of Ministers to create a four-engine long-range jetliner, while Kuznetsov was instructed at the same time to develop a new NK-8 turboventizer. The official specification
required that the airliner designated Il-62 be carrying 165 economy class passengers at a distance of 4,500 km (2,800 miles) or 100 first class passengers over a distance of more than 6,700 km (4,200 miles). The Il-62 replaced the fast turboprop Tu-114 on long-range tracks. Since the Tu-114 had just been on board when the Il-62 was on the drawing board, Ilyushin had time for a leisurely design, testing
and development program. This was useful, since Il-62 is really a call for significant development. The Il-62 and Britain's Vickers VC10 are the only commercial airliners with four engines mounted in twin/pair targets on the sides and underneath, in the form of T empennage (T-tail), although Lockheed JetStar shares this configuration. In the case of Ilyushin, the configuration was dictated by the TSGI, the
space agency of the Soviet Union, as Ilyushin's design office does not have the resources to participate in configuration research. This layout allowed to optimize the wing design for aerodynamic efficiency without being cluttered due to the need to carry the engines. In addition, rear-view engines reduced engine noise in the cabin and reduced vertical tail surfaces (since the moment of towing in case of
engine failure was reduced compared to wing engines). These benefits are balanced by a number of drawbacks. The wing structure, without the wing of the installed engines to facilitate the moment of wing bending, should be heavier, as should the rear structure of the fuselage, which had to carry the engines. In addition, the aerodynamic wash (shadow) from the wing of the blanket tail when the nose is
smashed up (high angle attack), leading the plane into a condition known as a deep breakdown. This caused complex and (in the 1960s) unreliable The stall warning system, such as stick shakers and stick pushers, to prevent the aircraft from collapsing, although the Il-62 wing was designed to prevent a deep derailment. Early in the morning (prototypes, pre-produced and original production aircraft) reflect
the evolution from the thin or thick kink of the leading edges of the board to the ultimate thick and straight shape of 1966. The characteristic dog-tooth also moved to fixed before production began. Engine installation has also evolved, with longitudinal auss of engines canted three degrees from horizontal, the addition of thrust reverses to external engines, and slimming down the entire rig as production
began. The prototype was severely under-capacity, as its NK-8 engines were not ready, and small turbojet engines Al-7 Laulka had to be temporarily installed. The prototype with AL-7PB engines (registered 06156) first flew on January 3, 1963, but crashed after clipping the perimeter fence during a test flight of the maximum weight of the development program. Production of Il-62 is equipped with originally
designed rear engines Kuznetsov NK-8-4. The first Il-62, powered by NK-8 engines (registered at 06153), first flew in 1964. The Russian state transport aircraft Il-62 RA-86467 at Munich's Il-62M airport (the first flight in 1971, introduced in 1973) has more powerful, more efficient and quiet Solovyov engines D-30KU and fuel tank. Under the skin, the Il-62M has simpler and lighter single-layer flaps and
additional aerodynamic improvements. The most important of these was the addition of spoilers (spoilers or winged air brakes that act as airborne aircraft by differential deployment in cruising flight) and the ability to use idle in-flight back thrust during the final approach in order to reduce landing launch. All but one example in operation today is Il-62M. In 1978, the Il-62MK was additionally designed to carry
up to 198 passengers and carry about two tons (4,400 pounds) more payload and/or fuel than the Il-62M. (Clarification required) Other versions were also planned, including a stretched version, bringing up to 250 passengers, and a smaller version according to smaller airfields. The Il-62 has a three-wheeled chassis with an additional lightweight gear rack at the rear of the fuselage that expands when the
aircraft reaches its parking position. Planes with rear-view engines tend to tail heavy when sitting empty on the ground, and to prevent aircraft from tipping over on its tail, various devices are used to support the tail - from simple pogo stick fixed racks on small planes, to lightweight elongated racks (Il-62). Planes such as the DC-9 or Boeing 727 use an airstair door under the tail, which serves as a dual-
purpose tail support, as well as an additional door to load passengers. The Il-62 is the largest airliner ever built with manual flight control, using steel cables, rods, pulleys, aerodynamic and weight balances, and trim tabs. The Il-62 also has a rewind tank serving as a water ballast. This can be used when the plane is flying empty or slightly loaded. If that's a fact, then The Il-62, along with other airliners that
use ballast, in particular the French Caravelle and the Soviet Tu-154. Thanks to rear propulsion, the wings are aerodynamically clean, and the take-off and landers are used without the alarming effect of the engine's target, which leads to free air flow over the surface of the spinal wing. This allows the aircraft to fly through the turbulence of the air 16-18 m/s without affecting its stability. Another key
trademark of Il-62 is the tooth saw (tooth dog) at the front of the wing. This notable feature acts as an aerodynamic vortex fence generator (without which the wings would be almost without a vortex), and a fixed cutting edge dredting/flap. It provides insane behavior at high angles of attack and helps an effective long-range cruise. Saw the tooth eliminates the need for hydraulic controls, stick shakers, and
stick pushers. Later VC10 models (for British United Airways and Ghana Airways) also adopted this feature, in their case closer to the tips of the wings. Early nk-8-4-engine Il-62 suffered from performance problems, including fatigue and engine overheating, which sometimes leads to false fire alarms that could cause the crew to accidentally turn off the steam engines to prevent damage to the adjacent
engine and fuselage. Flying with only two paired engines on the same side, however, will make the aircraft unbalanced and difficult to control. Subsequent modifications of the Il-62 and VC10 (which had a similar engine layout) have largely corrected this problem. There were two fatal Il-62 crashes, both of which occurred with planes owned by LOT Polish Airlines, which also leased a number of Il-62s from
Aeroflot and Taroma. The higher fatal accident (183) was fully loaded Il-62M Flight 5055 on May 9, 1987, which survived a rear fuselage fire that may have gone unnoticed by the crew, so their decision not to land at one of the two nearby airports. Control of the aircraft was eventually lost on the return flight to Warsaw, most likely due to one of the auxiliary fuel tanks installed on some LOT Il-62 ignited. The
other was the unchanged (early version) NK-8-4-powered Il-62 flight 007, which crashed on March 14, 1980 with 87 fatalities after being installed with an engine that had previously caused vibration problems when used on two other LOT aircraft (an investigation revealed that the turbine disk was damaged prior to its final installation). The failure of the propulsion system type that struck the LOT aircraft was
extremely rare because wear bearings are usually identified by vibration tests during maintenance. At the time, however, LOT had no equipment to test or malfunction the diagnosis of engine size used Il-62. Unfortunately, this meant that any potential problem could not be determined between major repairs. There have been other known cases of engine failure, but this does not lead to loss of control. LOT
accidents involving different types of engines (but the same Position) had a fatal accident rate 30 times higher than the average Il-62 (2.8% vs. 0.092%). After 1987, LOT introduced turbine vibration detection equipment and reduced the time between inspections. in 2010, 30 years after the loss of Flight 007, an investigation into the previously unreleased IPN archives of Instytut Pami'ci Narodowej showed
that during the industrial upheaval of the 1980s, LOT was tasked by prL authorities to save operating costs by over-operating the lifespan of its jet engines (see LOT Flight 007 Causes of the disaster). (quote necessary) Special Il-62 conversions several special conversions were made on the base Il-62, the main of which are the cabin VIP versions of Il-62 and Il-62M, used by heads of state, and aircraft of
the Airborne Troops Il-62M (just one example) used by the Russian government. Despite the fact that Il-62 was presented under Khrushchev, it was in the Brezhnev era that Ilyushin was asked to develop cabin versions, which were used by Russian leaders in the period up to Putin's years (during which both Il-62 and Il-96 aircraft were used in combination). VIP models were equipped with conference
rooms and recreation areas, retinue rooms, as well as service personnel and bodyguards, while secure communications equipment allowed contact with Moscow and other cities from any part of the world. Examples were also delivered to other countries, including Czechoslovakia, Germany, North Korea, Sudan and Ukraine. The Il-62M Airborne Command (RA-86570) was created to manage the
emergency situations of the Ministry of Emergency Situations to ensure the evacuation of Russian citizens from foreign countries and as an airborne command post for these and other emergencies. It works in collaboration with at least another IL-62M and the Il-76, Il-76TD, An-72 and helicopters, which are operated in about 60 countries and are credited with saving 50,000 lives since the agency's
inception in 1994. In addition to major internal changes, the RA-86570 is equipped with Honeywell's silence and electronics with global communications via satellite and inmarsat. The aircraft was used as a command post during the fight against forest fires in the Far East, in the fight against the Chechen terrorist attack in the Caspian Sea in an apartment building explosion, and to bring the Russian Deputy
Foreign Minister to Sharjah in 1996, and from there to pick up the crew Il-76, escaped from the Taliban militia in Afghanistan. The design of this section does not provide any sources. Please help improve this it's by adding links to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. (October 2009) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) The Cockpit Overhead Panel
Engineer's Panel Panel Of The Il-62 presents it as a common all-metal low-wing monoplane from a chained sectional semi monocox structure with non-safe design principles (a structure designed so that the failure of one large member does not cause an immediate failure of the whole). Its service was originally set at 30,000 flight hours and is subject to extension and restriction depending on the quality of
the service procedures, inspection and bulletins of the manufacturer. The aircraft is equipped with pressurized cockpit and cargo holds (with fuselage dimensions 3.8 m wide x 4.1 m high), duplex all-mechanical flight control, albeit with two electric motors to control the frequency of flights on the tail plane; hydraulic steering of the nose wheel, chassis and tail drive rack, as well as wheel brakes. The Il-62M
has spoilers and lift trucks that automatically expand when landing and hydraulicly operated. Control surfaces include a variable frequency tail aircraft with dynamically and compensated weight lifts with trim tabs, three-sector aylerons (outdoor for low speed and most intimate for high speed) that are interconnected with the Xersion bar, spoilers (Il-62M), spoilers and dump trucks, as well as pneumatic drive
reverse thrusts on two suspended engines (reverses have a flight rating on IL-62M). 27 V AC electricians are used throughout with a TA-6 auxiliary power supply (a turbine generator that supplies electricity and air conditioning on the ground) to the lower tailcone plus backup lead-zinc batteries. The aircraft uses the usual hot air de-icing with the help of an air bleeding engine. Its sea level is equivalent to
2,400m (8,000 feet) above average sea level and then drops to the equivalent of 2,400m (8,000ft) to cruising altitude. It was originally built without automatic oxygen masks; Emergency supplies include hatrack-placed oxygen cylinders and masks for manual distribution of passengers by flight attendants. Since 1997, most aircraft have been upgraded with automatic oxygen systems with drop masks. Its
avionics includes an automatic Polyot-1 flight control system (super autopilot, capable of being programmed with a set of routes on which it can fly without human intervention, but under constant monitoring of the flight crew; ICAO Cat 1 approach to the standard, Kat. 2 additionally), Doppler navigation radar replaced by the INSS (Inertial Navigation System Systems) triplex on Il-62M after 1978 and GPS
(Global Positioning System) navigational radar On many aircraft after 1991, triple VHF and HF flightdeck radios, automatic direction search, Soviet and western receivers of the instrument landing system, vertical all-directed radio range and radiodiameit receivers, duplex radio altimeters, automatic radio transmissions, full ICAO standard navigation lights fit, cockpit tannoy and intercom systems. Systems.
and the sovereign examples of the Warsaw Pact are additionally equipped with triplex Odd sorts (NATO code name) IFF (identification friend or foe) air defense transponders, identified by three closely dispersed short antennas. Emergency evacuation systems include inflatable life rafts and hand elongated canvas evacuation slides. Most aircraft are currently retrospectively equipped with emergency floor
lighting strips and some aircraft are equipped with automatic inflatable evacuation slides. Fire extinguishers are located in motor targets, flight compartments, flight attendants' rest areas and toilets. The Il-62 offers accommodation for up to 198 passengers in a single-class layout, sitting six in the course at 84 cm (33 in) a step seat in two cabins separated by a lobby, galley/pantry and cabin crew recreation
area. There are three toilets, forward, midshipmen, and scales. It has a buffet/bar and another cabin cabin area in the lobby ahead, with further extra cabin crew lounges in the air. The typical mixed placement class ranges from 128 to 144, sitting four or six in the course, and the overall configuration of one pass for long-distance examples of Aeroflot was first class (2-abreast) 3 rows, business class (3-
abreast) 4 rows, economy class (3-abreast) 17 rows (Thiel, 2001). In this configuration, the central passage in business and economy classes is quite narrow. The first class compartment at will is in the air from the front front door or just forward the michchalers of the front door, with the economy coupe further forward in the latter case. Skycot fitments are located in hatracks, while later Il-62M (1978) feature
attached hatracks. Interior options for customers. No in-flight entertainment systems are available, except for a public address system that can be connected to an open drum or audio cassette player. Individual aircraft were experimentally equipped with televisions for entertainment on Soviet-standard videotapes in the 1970s. Some aircraft were retrospectively equipped with Western entertainment
(exclusively audio) systems after 1991. The resemblance to VC10 A aside from the history of Sl-62 concerns alleged industrial espionage. Since the Il-62 was developed around the same time as the VC10, to which it bears a marked resemblance, British Cold War commentators implied that the VC10 design may have been copied, calling the Il-62 VC10-ski. (Thiel, 2001), but no evidence has been
presented. There are significant differences between Il-62 and VC10, as the Russian type is larger, raises more weight and is designed for use exclusively in developed airports, while the British type can adapt to the bases up the country. Unlike the VC10, the Il-62 uses conservative technologies such as mechanical surface control communications, and is a fully civilian machine, while the VC10 was to
serve as a civilian airliner and a military carrier and cargo ship. The Il-62 found more buyers and was built in much larger quantities than the VC10 VC10 54), and many examples are still in operation compared to November 2018. On the other hand, the VC10 was removed from this role (in 1966 BOAC described the aircraft as uneconomical and asked for government subsidies to continue operating it,
although some VC10s were used by the Royal British Air Force in an auxiliary role). China and Czechoslovakia were the two countries that canceled orders for VC10 (for CAAC and Czechoslovak Airlines, respectively) and purchased il-62 instead (see VC10: Sales and Air Travel). The history of United Arab Airlines' Il-62 operation in Rome in 1971 was in 1971 with LOT Polish Airlines Il-62M in 1987. A
month after this photo was taken, this plane crashed like Flight 5055 south of Warsaw. After the introduction of the Il-62M, Aeroflot (the largest operator of the aircraft) gradually modernized and later replaced its Fleet Il-62 nk-8 with a newer Solovyov D-30 KU based on Il-62M. In combination with the nacelle engine and other modifications, the probability of adjacent damage to the power plant is
significantly reduced. By mid-1973, the airline had 60 Il-62, and by 1989 it had grown to 165 (Il-62 and Il-62M). The Il-62M had a shipment speed with Aeroflot of 97% with some examples of registration up to 17 hours of flight per day, and it was described as the most reliable type in the fleet at the time. He set several international records in his class, mostly oculating the range capabilities far exceeding
Aeroflot's conservative calculations used in Soviet times. Some of these records were set by a women's team of five under captain Iraida (Inna) Vertifrov. With 10 tons of cargo, the Il-62M had a maximum range of 10,300 km compared to 9,412 km for the VC10 carrying the same weight. With a payload capacity of 23 tons, the Il-62M had a range of 8,000 km compared to 6,920 km for the Boeing 707 with
maximum payload. Because of its capacity, the aircraft has historically been used for emergency civil evacuation flights, one of the most notable of which is the landing of the airport registered at Santiago, Chile, registered by Aeroflot Il-62 on the night of 10 September 1973 (the day before the military coup of Augusto Pinochet) with the aim of evacuating 147 staff members of the Cuban Embassy. In April
2015, two IL-62M FEMA (including the RUSSIAN Air Force 86495) were used to evacuate about 900 foreign nationals and Yemenis from Sana'a in a Saudi-led military operation against Yemenis. The Il-62 is said to be well regarded by both pilots and passengers, especially for its strong directional stability in high turbulence (although landings are sometimes elastic), smooth cruising abilities and a very
quiet interior in cruise mode partly due to engine placement. Despite the fact that the original Il-62 was valued for a life of 23 years and was Criticized for heavy fuel consumption, upgraded versions of the M are sometimes estimated over 50 years and have greatly improved the operating economy. One of the drawbacks of the original Design of the Il-62 was the lack of transfer of the video cargo
compartment which required the manual loading of prepackaged luggage and cargo, which made the preparation of the aircraft quite slow (the system of cargo/baggage transport is standard on Il-62M). There is relatively easy access to all controlled mechanical components, including engines, while the ability to reverse the thrust of the aircraft allows the reverse to collapse without the need to tow vehicles.
The intervals for the overhaul of the propulsion system varied between specifications and maintenance procedures, as well as between external engines capable of reversing thrust and internal ones. Czech Airlines operated the early Il-62 on an evidentiary basis for up to 3,000 hours between major repairs, which was well beyond the recommended (and their usual) intervals, which were closer to 2,000
hours, although Interflug was able to assign up to 5,000 hours with its service facilities. Subsequent upgrades to some IL-62Ms involved 6,000 hours of overhaul intervals (with a total engine life of 18,000-20,000 hours). Later examples of IL-62M remain in the full-time commercial service (by 2016), and this type also sees further use as a VIP/head of public transport. Despite the fact that the safety indicator
of the aircraft is not equal to the safety of later airliners, between 1989 and 2009 there were no fatal accidents involving Il-62, during which time the largest number of aircraft were on board. With successive Il-62M upgrades and improved avionics, including triple inertial navigation systems and enhanced flight control to cope with poor visibility (IMP, 1997), the aircraft has gained a reputation as a very safe
airliner whose record compares favorably with similar airliners, most of which are no longer used in civilian terms. Total hull losses (7.7%) lower than the Boeing 707 (16.4%) and the DC-8 (14.9%) and near VC10/Super VC10 (7.8%, if you exclude three examples destroyed by terrorists), although the VC10 has only been in the civil service for 16 years (against 48 years for Il-62, as of 2015), and only 40 of
the 54 gliders were built as airliners (the remaining 14 go to the RAF). The aircraft can become difficult to operate for an unprepared pilot. related to the landing, (CCCP-86470 and UP-16208) this was due to the collision of the aircraft with constructions near the runway (tower and concrete wall, respectively). The fuselage of the Il-62/M is equipped with a reinforced with a ski keel originally designed for
emergency landing (in practice, the chassis and chassis proved to be extremely reliable). The trade-off for a reinforced glider is relatively high fuel consumption, and some airlines, such as modified their aircraft to reduce fuel consumption. Production reportedly continued until 1995, although continuous production ended in 1993. Including prototypes, the total production is expected to be as 289. However,
the plant claims about 292 (5 prototypes, 94 Il-62 and 193 Il-62M). Four aircraft remained unsold at the plant until 1997, while the last delivery was reportedly the RA-86586 Magma, built in 1995 but delivered only in 1999 as a result of tariffs imposed on imported Western aircraft. The last glider was built in 2004 for the Sudanese government. The Il-62M option is still listed as an available option on the
product page on Ilyushin's website, which may mean the presence of additional incomplete or unsold gliders. During the Syrian civil war, Russian Air Force Il-62M flights between Russia and Syria were seen. Since the end of 2015, after Russian military intervention in the Syrian civil war, there have often been reports of Russian air power being flown and landing at Hmeimim airbase in Latakia, Syria, with
the relocation of material and personnel to and from Syria. Options Il-62M cockpit Il-62 Original production version, powered by four 23,150-pound (103.0 kN) Kuznetsov NK-8 turbofan engines, seated for a crew of five and 186 passengers. An improved version of the Il-62M, equipped with four turbofan engines of 24,250 pounds (107.9 kN), D-30KU turbofan engines, a crew of five and 174 passengers,
equipped with a containerized baggage system and cargo transportation, modified wing spoilers and revised flight decks, as well as increased fuel capacity. The mid-size version of the Il-62MK, equipped with four turbofan engines of 24,250 pounds (107.9 kN) Solovyov D-30KU, accommodation for a crew of five and 195 passengers, equipped with reinforced wings and chassis to work on higher gross
weights. Il-62MGr Cargo version Il-62M ,Operators Civilian Operators Air Koryo Il-62M As of July 2017, a total of six Il-62 aircraft remained in passenger or public service (excluding converted cargo versions). More than 30 countries have been operating il-62 since 1967, although exports began only after Aeroflot's initial needs (a quick replacement of the Tu-114 with international services). The first export
was at the end of 1969 at CSA Czechoslovak Airlines. The il-62M, whose first export (to Kuban) was postponed until 1977, was similarly linked. Among the Eastern Bloc countries, Bulgaria and Hungary did not operate the Il-62, although Hungary briefly leased one example in anticipation of the boeing 767 service in 1990. Curiously, Malev was the first and only foreign airline to order il-62 under the October
1967 issue of flight International. In 1968, a new political called the New Economic Mechanism introduced by the Hungarian Council of Ministers, the order was deleted because of funding problems. This was due, among other things, to Tupolev's heavy anti-Ilyushin lobbying in the former and commercial considerations in both countries, whose airlines prefer to concentrate on short- and medium-haul
routes, which is equal to the low demand for long-haul flights. East Germany, Czechoslovakia and Cuba were among the largest foreign customers of Il-62. The former East German airline Interflug owned 24 aircraft: 21 in the civil service and three for the Air Force and presidential use (later transferred to the combined German Air Force), including six Il-62, 16 Il-62M and two rare Il-62M (after combining
seven Il-62 Interflug aircraft were sold to Uzbekistan, which later also bought three air force examples). Between 1969 and 1997, Czech Airlines (formerly Czechoslovak Airlines) operated 21 aircraft, including 15 Il-62 and six Il-62M aircraft, of which 15 were registered under the famous CSA designation OK jet, and six were rented from Aeroflot. Some of these aircraft were still in service in 2012. Cuba
operated 27 different Il-62s, of which 12 were leased from Aeroflot or Taroma (which operated three Il-62 and two Il-62Ms along with Boeing 707) and 15 belonged to Cuba, which became a long-term operator with the first purchase of Il-62M in 1977. After 2000, Cuba repaired the remaining aircraft for international routes they operated until March 2011. Poland operated 23 Il-62 and Il-62M, including
aircraft leased from Aeroflot and Taroma. The largest non-state operator Il-62 was the Russian airline Domodedovo, which purchased from Aeroflot 45 aircraft (42 Il-62M and 3 Il-62), which were used for domestic flights, including continuous flights on the longest domestic route in the world, Moscow - Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, a distance of 6800 kilometers (4200 miles). Since 1970, Air France and Japan
Air Lines have leased a number of Aeroflot Il-62 aircraft for long-haul flights, and since 1971 KLM Royal Dutch Airlines has operated nine Aeroflot-registered Il-62 aircraft for the Moscow-Amsterdam route (these aircraft were jointly labelled as Aeroflot/Aeroflot/KLM). Due to tensions between the Soviet Union and the United States in the 1980s, Aeroflot coordinated with Irish carrier Aer Lingus in 1984 to use
Shannon Airport as a hub for connecting flights from Moscow and Leningrad to link the Irish carrier's routes to New York. Aeroflot was also granted the rights to use Shannon for flights to Cuba and South America (Peru). Since 1992, Irish tour operators have contracted with Aeroflot to transport tourists to the eastern United States (Miami) and then to the Caribbean, Central America and Mexico using IL-
62M. On any given day, Shannon took up to eight Il-62s and Il-86s (in addition to the Tu-154 and Tu-134). By 1995-96, Shannon 2,400 Aeroflot transit flights were carrying 250,000 (including the government-registered Il-62M), and Aeroflot crews were stationed near Shannon Airport. By 1995, direct air service between Moscow and the United States was possible, and Shannon's use as a hub declined. For
its west coast of the United States (which began in 1991) Aeroflot Aeroflot flew east to Anchorage from Moscow and several cities in Russia's Far East (Khabarovsk, Vladivostok, Magadan and South Sakhalinsk), often continuing to San Francisco. Trans-Pacific Il-62 flights between Russia's Far East and Anchorage continued until 2000. Il-62M/MK remained popular for the Russian civil service until the
2008 economic downturn. At the end of 2008, Russian planes were withdrawn from regular passenger traffic due to a severe economic crisis, affecting major operators Interavia Airlines, Dalavia and Domodedovo. As a result, Russia has become the largest operator, but uses Il-62 only for public service. By September 2009, a total of 38 Il-62 aircraft (all versions) remained in service worldwide (compared
to 88 aircraft on board in 2006), only one of which was the first series operating aircraft with the Russian Air Force, while the others were M or MK aircraft. In 2011, Kubana retired 33 years after receiving the first Il-62. Some other airlines and governments also operate a small number of types. In 2013, DETA Air discontinued the il-62M operation. Belarus Rada Airlines (2) - North Korea Air Koryo (4 - Air
Koryo; 2 - commercial flights; 2 in VIP livery and configurations and owned by the North Korean government) Former Angolan operators TAAG Angola Airlines Cambodia Jana Airlines Central African Republic Centrafricain CAAC Airlines Il-62 at the Museum of Aviation of China, Beijing People's Republic CAAC Airlines Cuba Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Airline Government Czechoslovakia East
Germany Interflug Egypt EgyptAir France Air France (lessee) Gambia New Millenium Air Georgia Air Xena Guyana Guyana Airways (the only South American operator) Hungary Malev Hungarian Airlines (leasing from CSA Czechoslovak Airlines only for two months for several flights between Hungary and Japan) India Air India (less) Iran Aria Air Japan (used with Aeroflot) Il-62M DETA Air Kazakhstan Air
Kazakhstan Air Kokshetau (part of the Air Kazakhstan group) Air Trust DETA Kazakhstan Airlines Libya Arab Airlines Mozambique LAM Greece Olympic Airlines (Netherlands KLM)Poland LOT Polish Airlines Romania TAROM Russia / Soviet Union Il-62M RA-86493 operated by Dalavi Air Bural Dalavia Domodedovo Airline Interavia Airline KAPO Air Krasair Magadan Airline Russia Sky Airlines SAT Airlines
Vietnam Mekong Air International zair Pride of the African International Government / military operators Il-62M of the North Korean government in 2018 the aircraft saw military use with the Air Force of East Germany (DDR GDR) and then united Germany (62M) are believed to have been operated by the air force of other including Cuba, Gambia, Georgia, Libya, North Korea, Russia, Romania and Ukraine.
It is used by the Russian government as an emergency response aircraft (RA-86570 and RA-86495). In addition to military use, it was used as a personnel or head of state transport by Russia (at least eight examples), Ukraine, East Germany, Georgia (2748552), Uzbekistan (UK-86569), Gambia (C5-RTG), Mozambique, Sudan (ST-PRA), Cuba, North Korea and Czechoslovakia, whose government used
IL-62 (OK-BYV) and three IL-62M between 1974 and 1996. Some of the state's examples were produced in the VIP configuration of the interior, while others were standard civilian versions. In North Korea, two Il-62Ms (operated by Air Koryo) belong to the North Korean government. Both of which have state liveries and VIP interior configurations and receive a call sign for Chammae (North Korea's national
bird). One is coded as Chammae-1, which carries Kim Jong Un, while the other, Chammae-2, provides transportation for high-ranking government officials and VIPs. Chammae-2 was seen transporting high-level DPRK delegation officials, including Kim Yong Nam and Kim E-jong, to Incheon International Airport in Seoul, Korea, for the 2018 Winter Olympics. Both aircraft are part of the Air Koryo inventory
of four IL-62M. Current Operators Government of North Korea - Currently owns 2 Il-62M (operated by Air Koryo) Sudan Il-62M operated by the Sudanese government Russia Air Force Russia Former operators Cuba Cuban Air Force - Former Gambia Military Gambia Air Force East German National People's Army - Former German Military German Air Force - Former Mozambique Military Mozambique -
Former Romanian Romanian Air Force - Former Soviet Union Soviet Air Force - Former incidents and accidents Since its first flight in 1963 have occurred 12 fatal accidents during the civil service, namely: nine accidents, two landings and aborted take-off (deaths of the last three occurred as a result of a collision with structures near the runway). The full list of incidents includes eight IL-62M (a total of 25
incidents/accidents in the ASN database, 14 of which were IL-62M, including 24 April 1998 and 20 April 2008). As of July 2012, there were 23 hull losses from all causes, including prototype tests, fires, runway overruns, navigational errors and unfeasible incidents, 48% of which did not cause fatalities, with a total death toll of 1,141. This figure and the list below include aircraft that were still in service but
considered unprofitable to return to service due to their age and/or flight clock (YR-IRD and CU-T1283). In the group of comparable airliners The VC10/Super VC10, Boeing 707, DC8) Il-62M had the lowest hull loss rate. Between 1989 and 2009, no fatal accidents involving Il-62 were reported. Date Tail Number Location Loss Brief Description Refs 25 February 1965 1965 The airfield 10/17 of the USSR
crashed during takeoff during a test flight with maximum takeoff weight. The plane gained a high nose and climbed 3-4 m (9.8-13.1 feet), collided with a concrete fence and crashed into the ground. On 16 June 1972, the Su-ARN Almaz Airbase, Egypt 0/59, swept down the runway after landing at the wrong airport. On August 14, 1972, the DM-SEA Koenigs Worcesterhausen, East Germany 156/156 lost
control and crashed after the tail part failed to control. Hot air at 300 degrees Celsius (572 degrees Fahrenheit), escaping from an unprotected air compound, melted electrical insulation and caused a short circuit that led to a fire in the cargo hold. After losing the elevator function, the crew decided to return to Berlin, but did not know about the fire, which eventually destroyed the tail section, which made the
plane uncontrollable. The disaster was the worst in the history of Germany. On 13 October 1972, Aeroflot Flight 217 flight 174/174 crashed 1 km from the runway during the third attempt to land at night in bad weather. The cause has not been determined. The ILS system at Sheremetyevo Airport was not working at the time of the accident. On August 20, 1975 OK-DBF near Damascus, Syria 126/128 FSA
Flight 540 tested a controlled flight into the area at midnight about 17 km (11 miles) from the airport. The crew apparently confused the settings of the NH and FE altimers due to language misunderstanding with the control tower. On 27 May 1977, Flight 86614 Havana (Cuba) 1-68/70 Aeroflot Flight 331 crashed into a power line and crashed 1 km from the runway while attempting to land in bad weather. On
March 14, 1980, SP-LAA near Okesi Airport, Poland, 87/87 LOT Flight 7 crashed due to a loss of control caused by an unsullied engine failure #2 which occurred after full thrust was applied during a missed approach from New York to Warsaw. Engine debris penetrated the fuselage, causing damage to the #1 #3, and tore the control rods for the steering wheel and elevators. Engine failure reportedly
caused vibrational problems when installed in two other LOT aircraft, and the turbine disk may have already been damaged when the engine was installed. See the Discussion section in the Development section. On July 6, 1982, The Plane-86513 Mendelejevo, Flight 411 of the USSR Airlines 90/90, stalled and crashed after the pilot turned off both side engines due to a fire warning. The unbalanced plane
became difficult to control and crashed. Investigations later revealed that the warning lights were a false alarm, possibly caused by a hot air leak. On September 29, 1982, Aeroflot's 7/77 aircraft crashed on landing after a traction reversing failure on the #1 engine. The plane took off from the runway and continued into the ravine. On 1 July 1983, P-889 Lab, Guinea 23/23 A Chosonminhang crashed in the
mountains near Labe during a charter flight from Pyongyang's Sunan International Airport to Conakry International Airport. [36] 9 9 1987 SP-LBG Warsaw, Poland 183/183 LOT Polish Airlines flight 5055 crashed after an engine failure and a fire in flight. The engine #2 during the initial lift 25 minutes after takeoff, causing #1 engine and fire in the cargo hold. Landing at the airfields of Gdansk or Modlin was
left in favor of Warsaw (which had the best fire-fighting equipment). The crew dropped half the fuel, but control was lost on the return flight and the plane crashed. In #2 engine shaft bearings were incorrectly manufactured with 13 rollers instead of 26, leading to overheating and capture, destroying the shaft. The low-pressure turbine got out of control and disintegrated. The crash was the worst involving Il-
62. See Development. On June 17, 1989, DDR-SEW Schoenefeld Airport, East Germany 1/21/113 Overran runway on takeoff and crashed due to jammed elevators and steering wheel. The pilot interrupted take-off and, when he was ordered to apply reverse thrust, the flight engineer mistakenly turned off the engines. The Il-62 Interflug fleet was briefly grounded to test the elevators/rudder mechanisms,
but was cleared for use the next day. The cause of the failure was due to a maintenance error. On September 3, 1989, CU-T1281 Havana, Cuba 24-126/126 Cubana de Aviaci'n Flight 9046 crashed while climbing in bad weather. The crew tried to take off under heavy rain and wind, reducing the flap from 30 to 15 degrees, but this reduced the aircraft's ability to gain altitude. Shortly after takeoff and at the
same time at low altitude, the plane was caught in powerful downdrafts, forcing one of the wings to hit the navigation antennas and then the hillside before the plane crashed into a residential area. On July 1, 1990, Yakutsk Airport, USSR 0/109 Overlooks the runway when landing after the flight engineer mistakenly chose the runway instead of the reverse thrust on the engines of the #1 and #4. On 21
November 1990, Magan 86613 Airport, Flight 95 of the USSR Airlines 0/189 of Aeroflot, after landing too late after the sabotage, broke down a short runway. Despite the absence of casualties, the fuselage and landing gear were severely damaged. On October 1, 1992, Domodedovo, Russia 0, was burned after a cigarette was dropped during refueling. The aircraft was decommissioned and crashed in
March 1993. The date of the incident is unknown, but occurred in October 1992. On April 24, 1998, YR-IRD Ataturk Airport, Turkey 0/73 Engine exploded before takeoff, starting a fire that seriously damaged the rear fuselage. The plane is decommissioned. The aircraft was operated by Trans-Asia on behalf of TAROM. On November 11, 1998, the RA-86564 Anchorage, USA 0/12, struck an Asiana Airlines
Boeing 747 that crashed too quickly. Charged. On October 23, 2002, Manas RA-86452 International Airport, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 0/9 Charged off the runway upon landing. The plane's center of gravity was far back, and upon landing, the nose nose Get down. The crew took out the traction reversible and the nose came off, but when the stabilizer finish was enlarged the nose was smashed again. The
plane took off from the runway and collided with a concrete obstruction. On March 29, 2006, 5A-DKR Domodedovo, Russia 0/6 Engines mistakenly switched to takeoff mode during landing. There are no fatalities. April 20, 2008 CU-T1283 Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 0/117 Cubana Flight 201: Engine #2 suffered an unsullied failure during the initial ascent of 25,000 feet. The rear fuselage was
damaged by the wreckage, which resulted in a loss of pressure in the cabin and compromised the fuel supply to the #1, which was turned off. The plane landed safely at the departure airport (Santo Domingo) and was then flown to Havana, but was deemed uneconomical to return to service on July 24, 2009 UP-I6208 Mashhad, Iran 16/173 The only fatal incident involving Il-62 since 1989, Aria Air Flight
1525 hit a concrete perimeter wall after the runway overspent at excessive landing speed. The aircraft was originally on board Interflug, followed by Aeroflot and Uzbekistan Airways, and was later acquired by Aria Air. Planes at the Il-62 Lady Agnes exhibition in Gollenberg As the first long-haul jet airliner to be commissioned by a number of countries, some retired Il-62 have been transformed into museums
and other uses in countries such as the Czech Republic, Germany, Austria, Cuba and China. The most famous example was the Il-62 DDR-SEG from the former East German airline Interflug. On October 23, 1989, the DDR-SEG was deliberately landed at 900 meters (3,000 feet) short grassy airfield in The Stoeln/Rin hill in a known but potentially dangerous maneuver. Fire engines and ambulance crews
were on hand to board but were not needed. The aircraft is used in memory of the site of the deadly crash of Otto Lilienthal (1848-1896) on Gollenberg Hill. Nicknamed Lady Agnes after Lilienthal's wife, the museum with fuselage is divided between the Lilienthal collection and the popular wedding registry. In July 1983, another Il-62 land landing took place in Monino, Russia, when the chief test pilot
stanislav Blizniuk delivered the CCCP-86670 to the Monino Air Force Museum. Appearance in the media In the 1973 film Scorpion (Scorpio) at the mark of 37 minutes in the livery Aeroflot appears Il-62. Specifications (Il-62) Data from Jane's All The World's Aircraft 1988-89-56'General Crew Characteristics: 5; 3 to 5 (captain, first officer, and flight engineer, as well as additional navigator and radio officer on
long overwater and/or VIP services operator specification) plus four to eight-person cabin crew operator specification Capacity: 168-186 passengers Length: 53.12 m (174 ft 3 inches) Wingspan: 43.2 m (141 feet 9 inches) Height: 12.35 m (4 0 ft 6in) Wings: 279.55 m2 (3,009.1 sq m) Empty weight: 23,000 kg (50,706 lbs) Gross weight: 71,600 kg (157,851 lbs) Takeoff weight: 165,000 kg (363,763 lbs) Fuel
capacity: 105,300 litres (27,800 U.S. gal; 23200 imp gal) Powerplant: 4 × Solovyov D-30KU turbofan engines, 107.9 kN (24,300 pounds) thrust to each performance Maximum speed: 900 km/h (560 mph, 490 kn) Range: 10,000 km (6,200 miles, 5,400 nms) with 10,000 kg (22,046 lbs) payload service ceiling: 12,000 m (39,000 ft) Maximum cruising altitude elevation: 18 m/s (3,500 ft/min) See also the Soviet
Union portal Aviation Portal Aircraft of comparable role, Configuration, and the era of the Boeing 707 Douglas DC-8 Vickers VC10 Related Lists List of Jet Airliners List of Civilian Aircraft Links - b Dawes 2004, p. 30. Gordon, Commissioners and Commissioners 2004, page 252, 254. Ilyushin Il-62MK - untitled. Airliners. Archive from the original on August 3, 2017. Received on August 2, 2017. a b c d e f
Thiel 2001 - b c d e Gordon, Komisars and Commissioners 2004 - b Ilyushin Il-62 Classic. www.globalsecurity.org archive from the original dated December 26, 2018. Received on January 26, 2019. Aviation photos #1513836 Il-62M - Magma (KAPO). Airliners.net archive from the original dated January 27, 2019. Received on January 26, 2019. ✈ russianplanes.net ✈. russianplanes.net archive from the
original dated January 27, 2019. Received on January 26, 2019. Il-62M is an Ilyushin Aviation Complex. ilyushin.org. received on October 2, 2020. Russia is delivering humanitarian aid to ™ Latakia. Tass. Received on January 26, 2019. Satellite. The blogger shows how Assad (probably) flew to Moscow, evading the American Intel. sputniknews.com archive from the original dated April 20, 2019. Received
on January 26, 2019. Il-62MGr :: Ruslet. ruslet.webnode.cz archive from the original dated January 27, 2019. Received on January 26, 2019. WorldCensus2017.pdf. Flightglobal.com archive from the original dated August 16, 2017. Received on May 23, 2018. Jeff Berliner (May 17, 1991). Aeroflot will begin flights along the West Coast. United Press International. Archive from the original on December 22,
2015. Received on December 18, 2015. - World Schedule (October 31, 1999 - March 25, 2000 Aeroflot Russian International Airlines. - World Schedule (October 29, 2000 - March 24, 2001 - Aeroflot Russian International Airlines. International Flight, October 3-9, 2006 - Insider, Russian Aviation (October 14, 2015). rusaviainsider.com archive from the original dated December 2, 2018. Received on January
26, 2019. Rada Airlines / Il-62M. www.rada.aero archive from the original dated January 9, 2019. Received January 26 ✈ russianplanes.net ✈, 2019 russianplanes.net archive from the original on January 27, 2019. Received January 26, 2019. Archive from the original April 24, 2019. Received April 24, 2019.CS1 maint: archived copy in headline (link) Aviation Safety Network The index is a type of data asn
Aviation Safety Database results. aviation-safety.net archive from the original on July 29, 2009. Received on January 26, 2019. Runter, Harro. Il-62M IR-IRD Istanbul-Ataturk (IST) crash. aviation-safety.net archive from the original dated January 27, 2019. Received on January 26, 2019. Runter, Harro. Il-62M CU-T1283 Santo Domingo-Las Americas International Airport (SDH). www.aviation-safety.net
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